Quantification of myocardial perfusion has the potential to improve detection of regional and global flow reduction. Significant effort has been made to automate the workflow, where one essential step is the arterial input function (AIF) extraction. Since failure here invalidates quantification, high accuracy is required. For this purpose, this study presents a robust AIF detection method using the convolutional neural net (CNN) model.
Introduction
Quantification of myocardial perfusion using dynamic cardiovascular magnetic resonance had been studied for over 20 years (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) . Perfusion quantification is objective and shows potential to improve disease detection involving global flow reduction such as balanced multi-vessel coronary stenosis or microvascular dysfunction (8, 9) and has prognostic value (10) .
Significant effort has been made to automate the workflow of perfusion quantification, including imaging sequences (11, 12) , AIF signal correction (13) (14) (15) (16) , motion correction (17) (18) (19) (20) , and sector or pixel-wise flow estimation using either deconvolution (2, 4, 21) or tissue kinetics model (5, (22) (23) (24) (25) . Deconvolution methods are based on the assumption of sufficient contrast agent extraction to the interstitium, while tissue kinetics modeling methods are more comprehensive to describe contrast dynamics during bolus injection (26, 27) .
One automated perfusion quantification system (28) was developed by our group. This solution utilized a "dual-sequence" perfusion imaging scheme with the dual-echo AIF T2* signal loss correction. Perfusion images were acquired during free-breathing and automated motion correction was applied to align the myocardium over multiple heart beats, which enabled pixel-wise flow mapping. Since the accuracy of perfusion quantification highly depends on the correct measurement of the input contrast concentration, the "dual-sequence" imaging method acquired AIF images with low spatial resolution, very short saturation time and echo time, reducing signal saturation caused by high contrast concentration in blood.
Automated extraction of the AIF signal during contrast bolus passage is a prerequisite for automated perfusion quantification (Figure 1 ). An "ad-hoc" algorithm was previously proposed in (28) to detect a binary mask of the left ventricle from AIF image series. This algorithm was based on simple thresholding to mask off background and non-enhanced tissues within the field-of-view (FOV) using signal up-slope. Resulting pixels were classified as left and right ventricle via k-means clustering. The AIF signal was computed by keeping pixels with high peak intensity to minimize partial-volume effects. While this method worked well during our initial testing (28) , a higher failure rate (defined by mis-detecting the LV) was revealed after application to larger numbers of clinical adenosine stress studies. This occurred especially for patients with reduced or delayed AIF contrast concentration, possibly due to low cardiac output or incomplete contrast injection. Another reported method (29) to automatically detect AIF LV was based on thresholding the standard deviation map of time series, followed by LV pixel masking using independent component analysis. The AIF mask was also eroded to select high intensity pixels for time-intensity curve. While both algorithms utilized the contrast uptake dynamics of the LV, they were ad-hoc in the sense that manually crafted features (e.g. standard deviation or upslope maps) were designed as key algorithmic components, together with inflexible thresholding or clustering. Alternatively, a deep learning based solution has the potential to overcome these limitations by learning what is important for detecting the LV without potentially brittle "feature engineering" (30) .
Failed detection of the AIF LV will result in an incorrect flow mapping. High accuracy is required for an automated solution. For this purpose, this study proposed an AIF LV detection method using deep learning. A convolutional neural net model was trained by assembling a very large data cohort from three hospitals. The 2D+T temporal AIF image series was inputted into NNs. A total of 25,027 scans comprised of both stress and rest scans from N=12,984 patients were collected for training. To test the trained model, an independent hold-out test set was collected, including 5,721 perfusion scans from N=2,805 patients. After training and evaluation, the final CNN model was integrated into the automated perfusion mapping software that was deployed on the MR scanner via the Gadgetron InlineAI (31) software framework. The pre-trained CNN model was applied to the incoming AIF image series and outputted LV mask.
Methods

Imaging and data collection
Three hospitals participated in this study (Barts Heart Centre, Barts; Royal Free Hospital, RFH;
Leeds Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust, LTHT). A total of 7 MR scanners were used. Five scanners were at Barts Heart Centre and affiliated Chenies Mews Imaging Center, including three 1.5T MAGNETOM Area and two MAGNETOM Prisma, Siemens AG Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany. A 1.5T MAGNETOM Area was used at the Royal Free Hospital and LTHT had a MAGNETOM Prisma 3T scanner.
Adenosine stress and rest perfusion imaging were performed at participating sites using the "dual-sequence" scheme (5) . This imaging sequence utilized saturation recovery and singleshot readout. Three short axis slices were imaged for 60 heart beats after injection of the contrast bolus. An AIF imaging module was inserted before the perfusion imaging and played out after the R wave trigger with very short delay. AIF images were acquired at the most basal slice.
Imaging parameters for AIF were: FOV 360×270 mm 2 , slice thickness 10 mm, small imaging matrix 64×48 (linear order), interleaved acceleration R=3, two echo readouts, TE=0.76 and 1.76ms, TR=2.45ms, short trigger delay TD=4.2ms, imaging duration 42ms, flip angle 5 o , FLASH readout, total duration including SR preparation was 57ms. The same imaging sequence was used in all hospitals for all patients.
Data were acquired with the required ethical and/or audit secondary use approvals or guidelines (as per each center) that permitted retrospective analysis of anonymized data for the purpose of technical development, protocol optimization and quality control. All data were anonymized and de-linked for analysis by NIH with approval by the NIH Office of Human Subjects Research OHSR (Exemption #13156). A total of 25,027 scans (10,349 stress) were retrospectively included for training the model, which counted for N=12,984 consecutive patients at three sites (941 patients had only rest perfusion). This data cohort was acquired from 29 April 2016 to 15 February 2019. To test the AIF detection, a separate test set was assembled retrospectively. Imaging for the test set was from 16 February 2019 to 13 August 2019. This cohort consists of N=2,805 patients and 5,721 perfusion scans (2,780 stress).
Neural Net model
The AIF image series was first temporally resampled to be on a 0.5s grid (5, 28) , to account for heart rate variation or any missed ECG triggers during image acquisition. The first 64 saturation recovery images (initial proton density images are excluded) after temporal resampling were selected, resulting in an image array of 64×48×64. This image array was used for training and testing. Figure 1 gives an example of an AIF image series (first 48 saturation recovery images) after resampling and the corresponding LV mask manually established.
The U-net semantic segmentation architecture (32, 33) was modified for the AIF LV detection. As shown in Figure 2 , a ResNet module (34) was used as the basic building block, which consisted of: batch normalization (BN), rectified linear unit (Relu), and convolution (CONV) components as shown. To simplify the neural net specification, one module consists of two convolution layers with the same number of filter outputs. As shown in Figure 2 , the downsampling and upsampling branches were connected by "skip-connections". The AIF times series went through the input layer followed by the downsampling branch. As the spatial resolution was reduced, the number of filters increased. The upsampling branch increased the spatial resolution and reduced the number of filters. Final CONV layer outputted a 64×48×C array for segmented classes C. The output of the NN was inputted into a pixel-wise sigmoid or softmax layer to estimate probability maps. Final segmentation masks were derived by thresholding the probability maps. All CONV layers used a 3x3 kernel with stride 1 and padding 1.
The loss function was a weighted sum of cross-entropy loss and the Intersection Over Union (so-called IoU or Jaccard index). For the binary mask and predicted probability , the IoU was computed as :
where N is the number of pixels and i is the index of pixels. The total cost was the weighted sum (35):
This cost function simultaneously maximizes the probability that a pixel is correctly classified and optimizes the overlap between detected mask and ground-truth. This scheme demonstrated improved segmentation accuracy in past MICCAI segmentation challenge (36) .
Each AIF dataset was corrected for spatial variation in receive coil sensitivities using the proton density (PD) weighted images acquired at the start of acquisition, and were scaled to have the greatest value be 1 before inputting for training or testing: / .
Random flipping along readout and phase directions (probability to apply flipping was 0.5) was used as a data augmentation step before training.
Bootstrap data labelling
Given the large number of datasets, a bootstrap strategy was implemented to speed up data labelling. First, the respiratory motion was corrected from AIF image series using a motion correction algorithm designed for free-breathing cardiac perfusion (5, 28) . The corrected images series were inputted for LV labelling using the "ad-hoc" algorithm previously proposed (5, 28) .
In this method, the noise background was removed using a simple thresholding with SNR < 3.
LV was detected by clustering the temporal intensity curves. This heuristic algorithm was applied to all samples. All results were visually inspected to either accept or correct tentative labels (H.X., with 9 years of experiences in perfusion imaging). Failed cases were manually corrected and included in the training set. Approx. 200 hours were spent on labelling the entire data cohort.
LV detection utilizing 2D+T contrast dynamics
With the motion corrected AIF series, a 2D+T temporal image array was assembled and inputted into the NN. To train the NN with more input features, the right ventricle was further marked as another object class. The motivation was to utilize the unique contrast update dynamics and consistent anatomy between the LV and RV, as the RV was first enhanced before arrival of contrast in LV. Two variations of NNs were investigated: a) Two Classes (2CS) for background and foreground (LV mask); b) Three Classes (3CS) for background, foreground LV and foreground RV regions. The hypothesis was that the extra information on RV contrast dynamics may lead to improved LV detection.
Training and hyperparameter search
The training data were randomly shuffled and split into training set (Tra) (number of scans, N=22,941) and development set (Dev, N=2,086). Both Tra and Dev sets were processed with the initial heuristic method and visually inspected for success/failure and manually corrected to derive the labeled set. Figure 3 illustrates AIF image variation on anatomy and imaging. 
Analysis
The success of LV detection was initially quantified by Dice ratio (38) . Following convention often used in deep learning based object detection and semantic segmentation (39, 40) , if the Dice ratio between ground-truth mask and NN result was greater than 0.5, the detection was defined as being successful. The Dice ratio over 0.75 was also reported as the second.
The detected AIF signal curve was further compared to the corresponding ground-truth.
AIF foot time, peak time, peak value, first-pass duration (from foot to valley, as illustrated in Figure 1 ), area-under-curve (AUC) for first pass and correlation coefficient (CC) were computed for both auto and manual curves. Since dual sequence has a low spatial resolution for AIF images, edge pixels of the AIF LV can often have reduced intensity values due to partial volume with adjacent tissue. The LV mask was further eroded to keep the top 15% percentile values for computing the time-intensity curves, as in previous studies (28) .
The resulting values were presented as mean +/-standard deviation. A t-test was performed and a P-value less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
Inline integration
The training of NN models were conducted offline using Pytorch. The resulting models were integrated inline to run on MR scanners. The inline integration was achieved using the Gadgetron Inline AI (31) . The key components were a set of interfaces to load pre-saved NN models and apply the model on incoming data (so-called "inference"). This involved the transfer of model objects from Pytorch to C++ and passing data from C++ to Pytorch modules. Since
Gadgetron may run with different computing configurations, such as on the scanner image reconstruction computer, on a user supplied computing server, or on cloud nodes (41, 42) , the model inference step was chosen to run without GPU. That is, the inference was performed on CPU. While training can be prohibitively slow with only CPU, our tests showed CPU inference for AIF detection took sub-seconds for clinical perfusion scans.
The NN based AIF detection was integrated into inline perfusion flow mapping workflow. The model loading was performed as soon as the imaging sequence was initialized.
The loaded model was kept in the Gadgetron runtime environment and applied to the incoming AIF image array. The resulting LV mask and AIF signal was used for downstream perfusion quantification. Thus, using the Gadgetron streaming framework with the Inline AI infrastructure, an AIF detection scheme powered by deep learning was achieved on clinical MR scanners.
Results
A training session took ~40 mins for 40 epochs. Figure 4a gives the cost vs. the number of iterations in training. The Adam optimizer used in the training was very efficient to drive down the total cost and increase detection accuracy. A total of 45 training sessions was performed for the hyperparameter search, which took ~32 hours. After hyperparameter search, best performance was achieved for the architecture consisting of 8 ResNet modules and 128 CONV filters. These parameters were selected for all following performance measurement.
The three-class segmentation outperformed two-class segmentation. 
Discussion
Reliability is paramount for in-line mapping solutions since they must be fully automatic. The proposed CNN based solution greatly improved on the prior method by approximately 50:1, decreasing the failure rate from 0.9% to less than 0.02%.
While no prior study has reported on the application of a convolutional neural net for perfusion AIF LV detection, pixel-wise image segmentation using NN has been well studied.
The first well-known algorithm is the fully convolutional network (FCN) (43) , which repurposed classification networks for pixel-wise segmentation by modifying the output layer and loss function. Extensions of these networks include adding encoding-decoding structures and expanding the filter depth while reducing the spatial resolution (32, (44) (45) (46) . These NNs added skip connections between corresponding down/upsampling layers, to allow detailed pixel-level segmentation. This led to major improvement in performance, as demonstrated by U-net (32) and Seg-net (45) . The U-net architecture was further extended by using recurrent (47) and residual modules (48) . More recent variations include V-net (44) and TernausNet (35) , which kept the skip connections, but had different number of convolution filters and kernel size in each down/upsampling layer. These segmentation NNs have been used for cardiac MR image segmentation. The first well-known work utilized a modified FCN network to segment myocardium from cine imaging (49) . Recent published work includes automated analysis of T1 mapping image (50) and cardiac flow images (51) .
The proposed approach utilized a 2D+T AIF image series as input to the NNs, different from Cine deep learning segmentation using individual 2D images (49) . Since perfusion images show significant contrast variation during bolus passage, inputting the temporal image series allowed NNs to utilize the full bolus passage information for LV detection. As a pre-processing step, motion correction was applied to AIF image series to correct the respiratory motion from free-breathing imaging. This step allowed a single LV mask to be detected. It also simplified the neural net architecture for LV detection, because omitting MOCO will force NNs to produce a mask for every AIF image.
Experimental results showed that the neural net with three-class training set (3CS)
outperformed two-class detection (2CS). This result demonstrated the added value of extra labelling on the given AIF time series. By providing the context information of the RV, the NNs learned the relative LV anatomy better. The contrast enhancement pattern of the RV, which reaches peak contrast sooner than the LV, is a useful prior for NNs to capture. Similar performance boosting by combining additional prior information has previously been described in other applications, such as multi-organ segmentation using CNN (52).
One major barrier for more detailed labelling in deep learning is establishing large training sets, which come with the need for both expert hours and high financial costs. The computer vision community generates gigantic datasets of labelled images by hiring "common" workers through the internet (e.g. "crowdsourcing" in Amazon Market Place), such as in ImageNet (53) and Microsoft COCO (54) . However, this strategy may not be feasible for medical imaging, due to required professional knowledge and expertise. While some methods such as MOCO or the bootstrap strategy used in this study may be helpful to speed up the labelling process, developers of cardiac deep learning applications still spend significant hours establishing training sets (55) . Recent development of synthetic data labelling can learn a generative model from a small training set and synthesize more training data by sampling the learned probability distribution (56) . This strategy is promising with the need of expert supervision to verify the generated labels are correct. Another related method to mitigate data labelling workload is through transfer learning. As an example, large cardiac cine datasets labelled by experts do exist (e.g. UK biobank data used in (49)). Since early layers of NNs often learn similar low-level features, it is possible to use cine model weights of early layers for another application. In this way less new data may be required.
This study presented a CNN based solution for AIF LV detection and the inline integration of models on MR scanners through the Gadgetron InlineAI (31) . Although NN training is known to be computationally heavy, we showed that model inference is fast through CPU on the MR scanner. As a result, applying deep learning for advanced cardiac MR is becoming practical in the clinical setting and this study serves as a new example of this type.
Conclusions
This study validated and deployed a CNN based solution to detect the LV blood pool from an arterial input function image series, as a prerequisite step for perfusion flow mapping. 
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3 Figure 3 Illustration of anatomical variation in the data cohort illustrating a range of variation in anatomy and imaging for which the detection algorithm must cope. Cases with lower score still located the LV blood pool successfully.
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